EFFECT OF TIP CLEARANCE ON THE FLOW FIELD OF THE MIXED FLOW TURBOCHARGER TURBINE
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Abstract

Turbocharger is a device comprising mainly of a turbine and a compressor. The demand of turbocharger in the automotive industry increases as it significantly enhances the output power of an Internal Combustion Engine and reduces emission. The use of mixed flow turbine to replace the conventional radial turbine gives better impact since the turbine transient response increases and operates more efficiently at low velocity ratio. The flow behaviour inside the turbine affects the torque generation by the turbine. It is necessary for the turbine to have a specified clearance between the rotor tip and the casing of the turbomachine. This undoubtedly will contribute to clearance loss and mixing of leaked flow which produce disturbance to the exhaust flow. In order to investigate this effect, the validated Computational Fluid Dynamics method is chosen in order to replicate the flow field inside the mixed flow turbine. The simulation is carried out at the optimum operating condition which is at turbine total-to-static efficiency of 79% with inlet mass flow rate of 0.5kg/s. The flow inside the passage is plotted into pressure and velocity contours which are compared at 50% (30000rpm) and 80% (48000rpm) of the turbine design speed. The comparison between having 0% (no leakage) and 3% shroud tip clearance are then compared. Through the analysis, it is suggested that clearance leakage and flow separation cause disruption to the desirable uniform flow inside the turbine passage. The presence of Coriolis effect that resists the clearance leakage flow only at near leading edge of the rotor is observed. Furthermore, a low pressure region is perceived at rotor hub which absent in the radial flow turbine. These factors eventually reduce the performances of the actual turbine.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The modern diesel internal combustion engine (ICE) successfully converted average about 40% energy of the fuel burned into brake power while the remaining energy are lost in the form of aerodynamic drag, to mechanical friction and heat loss to surrounding via heat transfer or exhaust [1]. The major energy loss from the internal combustion engine is heat energy excreted through the exhaust. Thus, it is essential to recover the heat energy and turns it into useful work. In a turbocharged engine, the compressor will increase the density of air entering the combustion chamber which is directly obtained from the energy available from the turbine [2]. Appropriate design of turbine is needed to ensure the flow of exhaust inside the turbine behave accordingly and hence, maximize the extraction of energy in the turbine.

Experimental method of turbocharger enables researcher to investigate the turbine performance and numerical method seems to be a good complimentary to the experimental method. Numerical method for instances Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) provides the details of flow field inside the turbine [3]–[5]. The predicted flow field inside the turbine is not only used for analysis, but also
used for turbine design development assistance. Eventually, the flow field inside the turbine will highly affect the torque generated by the turbine.

Based on research of tip clearance on the annular turbine rotor, it is discovered the presence of horse-shoe vortex for the zero clearance which disappears for 3% clearance that indicating that the pressure forces possess better influence than the viscous force for larger clearance [6]. In fact, the secondary flow and the tip clearance losses increase drastically at downstream of turbine stage.

Previous researches have been conducted to study the effect of clearance tip on different turbine. For example, Wells turbine with larger tip clearance had wider operating range of flow without stalling is quoted by Taha [7]. The author also states that as the tip clearance increases, the turbine peak efficiency will moves towards the high value of flow coefficient. This may happen at higher operating condition as the blade expansion compromises the larger tip clearance.

On the other hand, numerical analysis has predicted the performance in CFD at low turbine speed and also stated that the mean efficiency of the 4% impulse turbine reduced significantly compared of the 2% tip clearance [8]. This result shows that the turbine is sensitive to the tip clearance.

There are also interactions between backface clearance and tip clearance of the radial turbine when the leakage flow is strong at the upper radial region. He et al. [9] states that the pressure reduced drastically at the downstream side which are caused by combination of reduction of radial velocity and Coriolis force.

Based on the flow field analysis by Padzillah et al. [10], [11], there are existing of flow separation such a leakage flow inside the turbine passage of automotive turbocharger turbine. Furthermore, it is proven of the separation which is unique trait of mixed flow turbine as seen at the near rotor hub.

Thus, the purpose of this research is to analyze the flow behavior in the turbine passage with the shroud tip clearance with different rotor speed. The pressure and velocity distribution will be analyzed based on a validated numerical model.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Geometry

The CFD method is adopted to produce the required flow field to complete the analysis. The software used for this research is Ansys CFX 16.0. The geometry used for numerical model comprise of two components which are rotor and vane to simulate the flow inside single passage. The rotor used in this experiment, ‘Rotor A’ is designed in house by Abidat [12] with chord length of 40.00mm. The vane used are composed of 15 blades with lean NACA 0015 profile developed by Rajoo [13]-[14]. The vane geometry had chord length of 22.3mm for hub and 26.3mm for shroud with leaning angle of 50° from the hub surface. Generation of vane requires three profile lines to plot in the Ansys TurboGrid.

The rotor geometry is generated with same method and due to intricate geometry of rotor, 9 profile lines are required for the finalized turbine design. The profile lines are generated by employing Bezier Polynomial as the guide to define the rotor camberline, hub and shroud [4], [15]. The coordinate obtained from the polynomial are converted to the Cartesian coordinate before imported to Ansys TurboGrid for the turbine generation.

The rotor and vane are assembled in Ansys CFX-Pre. The Table 1 shows the total nodes and element of the meshed geometry. The similar steps are repeated to produce identical geometry with different shroud tip clearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: The total nodes and elements of the turbine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Domains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Boundary Conditions

The present study adopts a steady and an incompressible flow simulation. The boundary condition is defined before progressing to the simulation. The inlet flow is defined so the velocity component acting normal to the inlet plane. Constant static atmospheric pressure is applied at outlet plane, so will obtain the static pressure value at outlet. No-slip boundary condition is applied to the rotor and vane surfaces and the turbulence model used for the simulation is k-epsilon model.

The simulation is carried out with varying mass flow rate instead of varying pressure ratio at inlet domain. The simulation is ranging from 0.2kg/s to 0.9kg/s with interval of 0.05kg/s and run at constant speed of 48000rpm for the validation process. After the validation process is done, the run is conducted at optimum condition which is 0.5kg/s at 30000rpm and 48000rpm for the flow field analysis process. The selection of these operating conditions are made due to abundance of experimental data for the purpose of model validations [16]–[20]. The analysis comprises of different shroud tip clearance of 3% and 0% which represent the experimental condition and ideal condition respectively.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Model Validation

The validation is crucial to ensure that the numerical analysis is accurate enough to depict the real experimental set up. The simulation data is compared to the available experimental data by
The validation is done based on the turbine performance parameters, which are mass flow parameter (MFP), pressure ratio (PR), efficiency and velocity ratio (VR).

Figure 1(a) shows the plot of MFP against PR at rotor speed of 48000rpm. The CFD data is plotted with the experimental data to view the trend of the data. It can be seen the data converged at most point before diverging at Pressure Ratio of 1.5 and reattached back at Pressure Ratio of 2.25. The overall Root Mean Square Deviation is estimated to be about 1.7%. Figure 1(b) shows the plot of efficiency against VR. The validation of the efficiency seems to be unstable and far to reach the experimental data due to the multiple parameters that effects turbine efficiency such as torque, temperature and pressure. The employment of fixed specific heat would lead to over and under estimation of turbine efficiency. Most of the CFD data diverge from experimental data but only converge at VR of 0.72. The validation is acceptable since the CFD data performed with sufficient accuracy and the numerical model can be used for the flow field analysis.

3.2 Flow Field Analysis

The analysis of the pressure and velocity contour can be less complicated by projecting the contour into several planes to give the global view of the flow. The plane used for the flow analysis is the spanwise and streamwise plane. The orientations of the plane used for the analysis are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 The selected plane for flow analysis (a) spanwise location (b) streamwise location

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the pressure contour at each spanwise location of 3% and 0% shroud tip clearance respectively. The pressure contour at rotor speed of 30000rpm and 48000rpm are plotted side by side to enable direct comparison of pressure contour with respect to different rotational speed. Based on observation on both 3% and 0% tip clearances, there is low pressure region exists at suction surface which is started at 5% span location and the magnitude reduces when the flow moves to 50% span location. The effect of low pressure region diminishes when the rotor speed increases at 48000rpm and absences at 50% span location.

In Figure 3, uneven pressure flow inside the passage presents but the flow becomes uniform when the rotor speed increases. The effect of tip clearance is clearly seen at 95% spanwise location when there is sudden pressure drop from 20% to 60% streamwise location before the flow reach the pressure surface. While in Figure 4, the flow is uniform towards the downstream of turbine passage due to absence of tip leakage effect. Hence, with uniform pressure drops along pressure surface and suction surface, towards the trailing edge the rotor will induce better torque generated at near shroud of turbine blade.
Figure 3 Pressure contour of each spanwise location of 3% shroud tip clearance

Figure 4 Pressure contour of each spanwise location of 0% shroud tip clearance

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the pressure distribution at each streamwise location of 3% and 0% shroud tip clearance respectively. It is noted that the plotted contours are according to the flow facing towards the downstream of passage.

It is observed from Figure 5 and 6 that pressure gradually increases from suction surface to the pressure surface as it is common behavior of flow inside passage of any turbine. In Figure 5 and Figure 6, there is low pressure region originated from the turbine hub at the suction surface. This region migrates towards the shroud as the flow goes downstream and finally moves to mid pitch of passage at the trailing edge. There is also the formation of low pressure region caused by tip leakage which observed in Figure 5 at 95% span location but is not observed at leading edge and trailing edge of the rotor. As observed in Figure 6, the flow inside 0% shroud tip clearance resembles to the 3% shroud tip clearance but more uniform pressure drops from shroud to the hub.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of magnitude of pressure distribution between 3% and 0% shroud tip clearance are required at 95% blade span (its location is shown in Figure 7). Based on both Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b), it is clearly seen that turbine with 0% shroud tip clearance model will produce better pressure loading on rotor blade as expected. It can be seen that the pressure distribution gradually decreases at pressure surface due to tip flow leakage in 3% shroud tip clearance model at both 50% and 80% design speeds. Besides, the flow separation effect can be seen clearly reduces the pressure loading at suction surface and the effect increase as the rotor speed increases. The increase flow separation is compensated with the high inlet pressure of turbine at high rotor speed.

It can be said that the flow separation existed at the rotor hub near the suction surface in all cases. The phenomenon is normally occur inside mixed flow turbine as mentioned by Palfreyman and Martinez-Botas [21].

Figure 5 Pressure contour of each streamwise location of 3% shroud tip clearance
The understanding of pressure distribution in flow field is clearly stated previously. Another analysis is carried out to give better understanding of flow field behavior inside passage of mixed flow turbine. Hence, velocity contours are plotted with respect of difference in rotor speed and tip clearance.

There is formation of very low velocity region in Figure 9 that attached to the suction surface which clearly seen at 50% span location but lesser formation at 5% and 95% span location and this causing the flow splits starting from 20% streamwise location up to 50% streamwise location. Furthermore, it is observed that tip clearance effect at 95% span location which give to low velocity region and this effect increases with the rotor speed.

Based on observation in Figure 10, there is high velocity region starting from leading edge to trailing edge at 50% span location. This pattern occurs at 3% shroud tip clearance model but larger in magnitude for 0% shroud tip clearance model. Furthermore, the tip leakage absences at shroud tip. Besides that, it can be seen that there is several low velocity region at leading edge to 20% streamwise location. This may be due to the high pressure flow rush inside the turbine passage.

Based on Figure 11, there is low velocity region attached to the suction surfaces only at the 25% streamwise location. There is tip leakage effect in Figure 11 observed at 25% streamwise and existed until the trailing edge. Tip leakage effect worsens as the rotor speed increases. This leakage suppression occur up to 25% streamwise location which caused by Coriolis Effect. The Coriolis Effect is caused by the movement of flow from the hub to the shroud which occur at near leading edge due to geometry of rotor changes the flow from radial to axial as the flow moves downstream [15]. Thus, the leakage only occurs after 25% streamwise location due to absence of Coriolis Effect.

The Coriolis Effect also occur in the 0% shroud tip clearance model (shown in Figure 12). Unlike the 3% shroud clearance model, there is high velocity region originates at suction surfaces, gradually attached to
shroud and mid pitch of passage. The region then migrates to the pressure surface at the trailing edge.

Thus, the main trait of the mixed flow turbine is the existence of Coriolis Effect that suppresses the shroud tip leakage effect from leading edge until the 25% streamwise location. Then, the tip leakage takes effect in disrupting the flow field inside a turbine passage. Inevitably, the tip leakage effect worsens as the rotor speed increases. Also the leaked flow from adjacent passage will created a flow separation which will cause the flow inside passage become uneven and thus reduces the torque generated.

Figure 9 Velocity contour of each spanwise location of 3% shroud tip clearance

Figure 10 Velocity contour of each spanwise location of 0% shroud tip clearance

Figure 11 Velocity contour of each streamwise location of 3% shroud tip clearance

Figure 12 Velocity contour of each streamwise location of 0% shroud tip clearance
4.0 CONCLUSION

The validation exercise had been done prior to the flow field analysis. The computational data favours the experimental data with overall Root Mean Square Deviation of 1.7%.

The flow field analysis inside a mixed flow turbine passage is done at optimum operating condition which is the peak efficiency of the turbine (79%). The flow separation existed at the rotor hub near the suction surface in all cases are analysed which proven the specific characteristic of mixed flow turbine. The phenomenon of Coriolis Effect is proven and suppressing the tip leakage effect near the leading edge of rotor. The flow separation is detected due to tip leakage effect and high turning curvature inside turbine passage and the effect worsen as the rotor speed increases. These factors affect the turbine efficiency and also differs when the operating speed changes.

The tip leakage occurs at 3% shroud tip clearance model which producing region of low pressure. However, the tip leakage disappears in the corresponding 0% model as predicted. The existence of shroud clearance is a must in actual model since it allows the expansion of rotor blade which prevents the blade tip colliding with the shroud of the turbine. The shroud tip clearance loss is accounted during designing process of the actual turbine at expense of performance reduction when compared to an ideal clearance. Hence, through the CFD analysis of steady flow, it shows the actual model almost match the ideal model to certain degree and differs only in the flow field near the tip of turbine rotor.
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